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**Title word cross-reference**

\[ \varepsilon - \delta \text{ [Nak14]. } L \text{ [Coa08].} \]

- *functions* [Coa08].

1 [Wil17a]. **1500s** [Nas16, Nas16]. **17** [Cra16]. **17th** [Wes16].

2 [Wil17b]. 2- [Hol06]. **2006** [Bur06]. **2015** [Cri16, Flo16]. **2016** [Hol16b, Led16a, Led16b, McC16, PR18, Wes16].

4- [Hol06]. **400th** [Sim14].

5 [Bel15b].

8-square [Hol06].

*abelian* [Sor13, Sor13]. *abstract* [Hol14]. *Academician* [Hol18b]. *account* [Man10]. *accounting* [CR08]. *activity* [Row15]. *Ada* [Flo16, HMR17]. *Addendum* [GG14a]. *addresses* [Cra12]. *adornment* [dB09]. *adult* [Kay06]. *advancement* [Bee17]. *adventure* [Bel10, Law16]. *after* [Rod18]. *al* [Hol18a]. *algebra* [Fre13, Gag17, Hol16a, Jan14, Rau16, Ric16]. *algebraic* [Par17]. *algebras* [Par17]. *Alice* [Ken12]. *altum* [Cra17]. *Amatino* [Smi08]. *America* [Den15]. *American*
histories/A Cra16, historiography vB10 History Ano17b, CC13, Hol16b, KT10, Man15c, PR18, Ric15a, Sim14, Sta15, Whi15, Wil15c, Ano07k, ADD16, Cla10, Cra16, Den15, Fad15, Hol06, Jan08, Kay06, KJB11, Law06, Law11, Man12, Man17, Neu08, Ric16, Son14, Sor17, Wil15d. Holliday Gow06a, Holmboe Chr09, Hong WT12, honour dB09, House Led16b, humour War07, hundred Wil17a, Wil17b, Hunger Ric16, hunt Min09, Hutton War17, hydraulics Cra17, Ian Cra16, Iceland Sch15, iconography Mag12, idealist Ver14, ideas ME17, RB16a, RB16b, histories Hol06, II Nas16, RB16b, ill Law16, Ilona Hol15, IMA Wil15c, Images Hol18a, imagination Rod18, impact Row15, implications Row15, incommensurabilities NT16, India Agg07, industry Bel15a, inﬁnity Bra13, Inﬁnite Sia15, inﬁnity Rau13, Impact Ano17b, Man17, Smi08, informal CH16, inspiration Pri06, Institute Led16a, Wes16, Tur15, instrument Cra10, insurance Bel15a, integrable PCMA15, Intellectual Sta15, Mun12, interconnection RB16a, RB16b, International Prz09, Eml12, interplay Pis16, Wag18, interpretation Ver14, introduction Lew12, Per15, Son14, invariants Par06, Investigating Hol14, investigation Dea11, Dew17, investigations CH16, Ireland Fco06, Irish Wh15, Isaac War10, Isles Dav18, Italian Hol18a, Italy PO13, Italy/Galileo PO13, IV Poo15, I’ve KS17, Ivor Man15b, Man15d, Ric15b, J Nas16, Poo15, Ric16, Sen16, Jackie Ano17b, Man15b, Man15d, Ric15b, Jacqueline Son14, Jackie Man17, James Flo13, McC11, Sim14, Ric14, jar Man10, Jean Sta15, Jean-Guy Sta15, Jean-Pierre Sta15, Jesuits dB09, Jitsuro Tak17, Tis13, Joel Cra16, Fai17, John Poo15, Whi14, AH08, Bee17, Cra15, Gow06a, Hil14, Man16b, Pri08, Raml1a, Sim14, Ver14, Wes16, Johnston Sen16, Joint Man15c, Sim14, Wil15e, Wil15g, Ric15a, Tur15, José Wag18, Dom14, Journal Sch15, journals Prz09, Journey Fro15, Julia HG12, July Led16a, June Led16b, Ric15b, Wes16, Iceland Sch15, iconography Mag12, IDEALIST Ver14, ideas ME17, RB16a, RB16b, identities Hol06, II Nas16, RB16b, ill Law16, Ilona Hol15, IMA Wil15c, Images Hol18a, imagination Rod18, impact Row15, implications Row15, incommensurabilities NT16, India Agg07, industry Bel15a, inﬁnity Bra13, Inﬁnite Sia15, inﬁnity Rau13, Impact Ano17b, Man17, Smi08, informal CH16, inspiration Pri06, Institute Led16a, Wes16, Tur15, instrument Cra10, insurance Bel15a, integrable PCMA15, Intellectual Sta15, Mun12, interconnection RB16a, RB16b, International Prz09, Eml12, interplay Pis16, Wag18, interpretation Ver14, introduction Lew12, Per15, Son14, invariants Par06, Investigating Hol14, investigation Dea11, Dew17, investigations CH16, Ireland Fco06, Irish Wh15, Isaac War10, Isles Dav18, Italian Hol18a, Italy PO13, Italy/Galileo PO13, IV Poo15, I’ve KS17, Ivor Man15b, Man15d, Ric15b, J Nas16, Poo15, Ric16, Sen16, Jackie Ano17b, Man15b, Man15d, Ric15b, Jacqueline Son14, Jackie Man17, James Flo13, McC11, Sim14, Ric14, jar Man10, Jean Sta15, Jean-Guy Sta15, Jean-Pierre Sta15, Jesuits dB09, Jitsuro Tak17, Tis13, Joel Cra16, Fai17, John Poo15, Whi14, AH08, Bee17, Cra15, Gow06a, Hil14, Man16b, Pri08, Raml1a, Sim14, Ver14, Wes16, Johnston Sen16, Joint Man15c, Sim14, Wil15e, Wil15g, Ric15a, Tur15, José Wag18, Dom14, Journal Sch15, journals Prz09, Journey Fro15, Julia HG12, July Led16a, June Led16b, Ric15b, Wes16.
Nagura [Tak17, Tis13]. Napier [FR14, Sim14, Whi14]. natural [Bur16]. necessary [BG06]. Neil [Bur06]. Nerida [Den15]. networks [Big17]. never [Rau13]. Newman [And09]. News [Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano12c, Ano13c, Ano17c, AFGM09, Mar14, Ste14]. Newton [Bel14, PB16, War10]. Newtonian [Opi16, PB16]. Newman [And09]. News [Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano12c, Ano13c, Ano17c, AFGM09, Mar14, Ste14]. Newton [Bel14, PB16, War10]. Newtonian [Opi16, PB16]. next [Wil17b]. night [Son17]. Nightingale [Mag12]. Nicolaevich [Hol18b]. Nikolai [Hol18b]. nineteenth [Agg07, Dom14, Gag17, Gra06, Jen10, Kar07, Lor12, Ano18a]. nineteenth-century [Gag17, Jen10, Lor12]. Non [Wil15f, PCMA15]. non-Riemann [PCMA15]. non-Western [Wil15f]. nonconstant [PCMA15]. North [Den15, Wil15e]. North-West [Wil15e]. note [Cra16, Dav18, Rau13, Man15b], notes [Kar07, PB16]. Notices [Ano09c, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09d, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano12c, Ano13c, AFGM09, Mar14, Ste14]. Nourse [Gow06a]. novels [Bal15]. Number [Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Hol16b]. numbers [Bee09, Dej14, Jam11, Lew12, Sta15]. numeracy [Cuo12, Kay06].

Obituary [Ric15b]. Observations [Huy15]. October [Flo16]. Oddi [Mar06, PO13]. Old [Fre13, Dej14, Llo12]. one [War17, Wil17a]. opening [Dav18]. origins [Jes15]. Ostwald [Nas16, Nas16]. Ostwald/Architecture [Nas16]. Other [Ano06g, Ano06h, Ano06i, Ano07h, Ano07i, Ano07j, Ano08g, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano12d, Ano13d, Ano14d, War09, War11]. Oulipo [Bel10]. our [Emi12, Kar07]. Overstating [Gra06]. own [Mok18]. Oxford [Ledi16a, Ledi16b, McC16, Gag17, Wes16].

[Dav18]. Protection [NK15]. Ptolemy
[Min09]. Public [Sta15, Jan08]. public-key
[Jan08]. publication [Sim14]. Publications
[Ano09f, Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano07j, Ano07m, Ano07n, Ano08h, Ano08i, Ano08j, Ano09e, Ano09g, Ano10h]. publike [Bee17].
published [Prz09]. publisher [Gow06a].
put [War10]. puzzle [Bja09].
Pythagoreans [Hol15].

quadrilateral [Atz15]. quarter [Kle07].
Queen [McC16]. quest [Sim18]. Quincunx
[Ano07d, Pri06].
ranks [SW17]. Raphael [PO13]. rare
[Cra10]. ratios [Bel15b]. Raymond [Ric14].
Reading [Jam11]. real
[Bur06, Har16, YO17]. really [SW17].
reason [Tay11]. reasoning [Pet15, vM06].
Recorde [Man15a]. rediscover [Sim18].
rediscovered [Rod17a]. reflections
[VO17, Gra06]. refugee [NK15]. regular
[Sha16]. remark [Tak17]. Remarks [Ver14].
Renaissance [Ano18a, PO13].
repercussion [Don14]. Research
[Ano18b, McC16, Smi15, Wall14, War14, ADD16, Row15]. resembling [Bur16].
resource [Fre13]. resources
[Dav17, Law06]. response [Ano07d].
Restoration [Bee17, War07]. Rev [Ver16].
Review [Bow15, Bus18, Cal18, Den15, Hol15, Hol18a, Hol18b, Jes15, KJB11, Law16, Man15a, Nas16, Opil16, Poo15, Ric14, Ric16, Rod18, Sch15, Sen16, Sia15, Sim18, Son14, Sta15, Wag18, Wil18a, McC18].
Reviews [Ano06m, Ano07o, Ano07p, Ano07q, Ano08k, Ano08l, Anol13e, Anol14e, Anol14f, CMVB12, GDR+11, MCC+09, MGW+10, MH11, MMP+09, OHL12, PHN+09, SR13, TMIVM10, WM10].
revisited [Cra06, FR14, Per15]. revolution
[Jes15, Opil16]. revolutionary [DeC16].
Rewley [Led16b]. Rewriting [Den15].
rhyme [Bja09]. Richard

[AC13b, Cra16, Jes15]. Riemann
[PCMA15]. Riesz [Rod17b]. rinded [Bal15].
rings [Hol14]. Risorgimento [Hol18a].
Robert [AC13b, DeC16, Ver14, Ver16, Ver18, Man15a, Roberts [Man15a]. Robin
[War07]. Robins [Bar09]. Robyn [Opi16].
Roger [Hol18b]. role
[Den15, KS17, MG11, Ver16]. Roman
[Coo12]. Ronald [Wil18a]. Root [Bur13].
Routing [BG11]. Row [Fri16]. Rowan
[Sim08, vWW18]. Royal [Hil14]. RSA
[Jan08]. rule [WT12]. Russell [Gau10].
Russian [Hol15, Hol18b, Hol14, Kar07].

S [Hol18b, Wil18a]. sale [Mok18]. Salmon
[Gow06b]. sample [Pet15]. Sanskrit
[Pet15]. scale [Bra15]. scholar [Kar18].
scholarly [Dew17]. School
[Cla10, Den15, Law11]. schoolboy [Lew12].
schooling [Kar07]. Science
[McC18, NK15, Wil15a, Bow15]. sciences
[HG12]. scientists [SW17]. scope [Lee13].
Scottish [Rod18, Cra17]. Scriba
[GG14a, GG14b, Poo15]. Scrots [HS15].
search [CH16, Cra13, Ken12]. Seduced
[Opi16]. seen [KS17]. Semitism [Hol15].
senses [Tay11]. Serbs [Dej14]. Sergei
[Hol18b]. service [Fad15]. set [Lor12].
seventeenth [Big17, Kri010, dB09].
seventeenth-century [Big17]. several
[Kar18]. Sex [Man10]. shade [War10]. shall
[Emi12]. Shandy [Gau10]. Shannon
[Jan14]. Sheet [Ano17c]. short
[Gran08, Son14, vB10]. should [Gra07].
Sieve [Tis13, Tak17]. Sir [vWW18]. sisters
[Hol18a]. sive [Cra15]. sixteenth
[RVME18]. Sixth [Man15c, Wil15g]. Slavs
[Dej14]. Smith [Man15a]. Social
[Sta15, Tha10, YO17]. Society
[Man15c, Sim14, Hil14, NK15, Wil18b].
Sofia [KS17]. solids [Lio12]. Some
[CO11, Cra16, vM06]. Somerville [Opi16].
sortes [BG06]. sources [RVME18]. Spa
[PR18]. Space [Sia15]. Spain [RVME18].
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